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The paltry weight and minimal pack size makes
NEMOwhere
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for a day hike
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unexpected weather can roll in, or you can add
it to your backpacking kit and pitch it as an open
air shelter, gear shed or shade space. Versatile,
packable and easy to set up as a pyramid or lean
to, you can also connect Hunker™ to your primary
tent to extend the usable square footage.
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HUNKER™ HIGHLIGHTS
MIN WEIGHT

7.5 oz
213 g
PACKED SIZE

EXTREME CONDITIONS

Hunker™ can be setup in two configurations: either
as a lean to using a tree or in a pyramidal shape.
For extra protection from the elements deploy
the rain flap.

6.5 x 3 in dia
17 x 8 cm dia
FLOOR DIM

81 x 80 in
211 x 209 cm

Reinforced
Pole Pocket
Anchor Point
to Tree or
Ground

Rain Flap

HUNKER™ 2P
2 PERSON

LEAN
LEAN-TO TO SETUP

PYRAMID SETUP

PYRAMID
PYRAMID

LEAN-TO

50"
50"

78"
78"

93"
93"

72"
72"

39"
39"

67"
67"

Minimum Weight					

7.5 oz / 213 g

Packaged Weight					

7.7 oz / 218 kg

Packed Size

6.5 x 3 in dia / 17 x 8 cm dia

						

Floor Dimensions					

81 x 80 in / 211 x 209 cm

Rough notes of setup ( will need review and finalizing from design)

Rough notes of setup ( will need
finalizing from design)
Interior Height 					36
in /review
91andcm
Rough notes of setup ( will need review and finalizing from design)
Floor Area								24
sq ft / 2.2 sq m
Rough notes of setup ( will need review and finalizing from design)

Included Accessories					Drawstring
style stuff sack, stakes,
30”
1.
Attachnotes
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or ground
with stake.
attaching to
Rough
of setup
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from design)
tree attach at a height of 30”.
											and
repair kit
30”
30”

30”

30”

1. Attach Red anchor to tree or ground with stake. If attaching to

1.tree
Attach
Red anchor
to tree of
or ground
attach
at a height
30”. with stake. If attaching to
tree attach at a height of 30”.

1. Attach Red anchor to tree or ground with stake. If attaching to
HUNKER™
SETUP
tree attach at a height of 30”.
1. Attach anchor point with red webbing to tree at
1.Lightly
Attachstake
Redand
anchor
to tree
ground
with stake. If attaching to
2.
tension
out 2or
side
anchors.
tree attach atof
a height
of 30”.
a height
about
30” or stake to ground.

2. Lightly stake and tension out 2 side anchors.

2. Lightly stake and tension out 2 side anchors.
2. Lightly stake and tension out 2 side anchors.

2. Lightly tension and stake out the two side
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2. Lightly
stake and
tension out 2Inc.
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3. Extend trekking pole into center pole pocket

3. Extend trekking pole into center pole pocket

3. Extend trekking pole into center pole pocket
until
front
side
anchors
are tensioned.
3. trekking
Extendand
trekking
3. Extend
pole into pole
centerinto
polecenter
pocketpole pocket
4. Secure rear anchor and adjust side anchors if needed.

3. Extend trekking pole into center pole pocket

4. Secure rear anchor and adjust side anchors if
4. Secure rear anchor and adjust side anchors if needed.
needed.
4. Secure rear anchor and adjust side anchors if needed.

4. Secure rear anchor and adjust side anchors if needed.

5. [optional] Secure anchor on grey rain flap for additional
5. Stake
anchor on gray rain flay for additional
coverage.
coverage (optional). Roll up and secure with snap
4. Secure rear anchor and adjust side anchors if needed.
5. [optional] Secure anchor on grey rain flap for additional
if not needed.
coverage.

5. [optional] Secure anchor on grey rain flap for additional
coverage.

5. [optional] Secure anchor on grey rain flap for additional
coverage.

5. [optional] Secure anchor on grey rain flap for additional

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SETUP

To contact NEMO Customer Service
Email: journey@nemoequipment.com
Phone: 800-997-9301

1 Connect Front Anchor
30”

Depending on your configuration, either connect the front (red)
anchor to a tree about 30” high or stake it directly to the ground.

2 Stake Side Anchors
Loosely tension both side anchors to make a triangle of fabric,
and stake in place. Make sure not to over-tension these
corners--more tension can be added at the end of setup.

3 Insert Trekking Pole
Slide the handle of the trekking pole into the reinforced pocket at
the top of Hunker™ 2P. Extend the trekking pole until the front two
panels are completely tensioned.

4 Stake Rear Anchor
Stake the rear anchor creating a full volume shelter and adjust cord at
all anchors so there is even tension over the entire Hunker™ 2P.

5 Deploy Rain Flap
For extra rain and wind protection, stake the guy line for the grey Rain Flap.
When not in use, you can save a stake point and stow the Rain Flap with snap
closure.
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Remember to leave no trace. Before leaving your campsite, take a thorough look
around making sure you have not left anything behind, out of place, or damaged.

HUNKER™ 2P

